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Abstract
The Duane and Crow-AMSAA reliability growth model has been traditionally used to model systems and products undergoing
development testing. The Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP) with a power intensity law has been often used as a model for
describing the failure pattern of the repairable systems and the maximum likelihood (ML) estimates are used to calculate the
unknown parameters widely. This study proposes the statistical analysis method of different stages and different level data based on
Bayes analysis techniques. To this end, the Bayesian reliability growth model of multiple stages is coupled with the Weibull
distribution product. By using the unique properties of the assumed prior distributions, the moments of the posterior distribution of
the failure rate at various stages during a development test can be found. In this paper, it is assumed that the scale parameter has a
Gamma prior density function, and the growth parameter has a Uniform prior distribution. Monte Carlo simulations are used to
compute the Bayes estimates. Finally, the results obtained from the proposed method by implementing it on an application example
are compared with Crow-AMSAA data and show that the proposed model has higher accuracy than the existing traditional methods.
Keyword: Reliability Growth; Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process (NHPP); Bayes Analysis; Weibull Distribution; Monte Carlo
Simulations
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Introduction
Reliability growth models are models that are used to
estimate or predict the improvement of mechanical
system reliability as a function of the amount of system
testing that is carried out. Reliability growth test will be
done when the design of the product has met setting
function so that the designer can find design defects to
improve it, therefore it is important to do a reliability
growth test in the system development in order to
remove design, manufacture and operation defects, and
improve product reliability.
Traditional reliability growth modeling began with
the empirical observations by Duane [1] on
developmental testing programs for relatively complex
aircraft apparatuses. For the systems he was tracking, on
a log-log scale, the cumulative number of failures, N(T),
tended to increase linearly with the cumulative test time,
T. Since then, many reliability growth models have been
developed. Crow [2] showed that this empirical model is
essentially a Non-Homogeneous Poisson Process
(NHPP) with a Weibull intensity function. This
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statistical extension became what is known as the CrowAMSAA (NHPP) model. The Crow-AMSAA model is
designed for tracking the reliability within a test phase.
A development-testing program may consist of several
separate test phases. In recent years, there has been
much effort to develop the Crow-AMSAA model and
create better models for mechanical systems [3-6].
Wang et al. [7] studied a reliability growth testing
allocation problem to series-parallel systems that
consider parameter uncertainty in the Crow-AMSAA
models. They assumed the parameters of the model to be
known as uncertain-but-bounded values. Lee and his
colleagues [8] used the Crow-AMSAA model to analyze
the reliability growth of multiple launch rocket
components by using test data obtained from the
development phase. Recently, the Crow-AMSAA model
was developed by Nadjafi and Gholami [9] using the
normal distribution and maximum likelihood (ML)
estimate and proved its effectiveness on the data of an
aerospace system. The main purpose of this study is to
develop a model for the growth of reliability with a
normal distribution based on the NHPP. Also, to
evaluate the reliability model with the given failure data,
the maximum likelihood estimation technique was used
to estimate the effective parameter in reliability growth.
Although current study proposes the statistical analysis
method of different stages and different level data based
on Bayes analysis techniques and gave the Bayesian
reliability growth model of multiple stages Weibull
distribution product.
Given that the reliability growth models predict the
reliability at different stages of the developmental
process, depending on the nature of a process, various
models can be used to estimate the desired parameters.
Reliability growth models can be deterministic or
probabilistic. They can be based on the classical or the
Bayes estimation method. The classical approach to
reliability growth estimation normally is in the form of a
mathematical formula with one or more parameters to be
estimated from the data collected at each stage of
development. Estimates of these unknown parameters
are usually obtained using Maximum Likelihood (ML)
or least-squares estimators and are anticipated to reflect
the characteristics of the system.
When experimental data are limited, as they often
are inexpensive or time-consuming testing and
development percentage, it may be desirable to use prior
information in conjunction with the data to estimate
unknown parameters. Hence, Bayes methods may be
desirable as they allow prior information to be
incorporated into the inferential procedure. The Bayes
approach to reliability growth estimation usually begins
with an assumption of a prior distribution. The estimates
of the prior distribution parameters are updated as
samples from each development stage are collected.
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Several authors have proposed Bayes reliability
growth models. The original work by Smith [10]
developed a Bayes algorithm to estimate the reliability
of a system during the development period. Fard &
Dietrich [11] used Bayesian approaches for analyzing
reliability growth that proposed a Bayesian analysis of
the problem where failure causes are lumped into one
category and a jointly ordered uniform prior is assumed
for the reliability of the system at each stage. Robinson
and Dietrich [12] propose a nonparametric reliability
growth model based on Bayes analysis techniques.
Lu and his colleagues [13] by considering the
system debugging test phase as a Non-Homogeneous
Poisson Process (NHPP) and the reliability
demonstration test phase as a homogeneous Poisson
Process established a joint likelihood function between
the failure intensity of these two steps. The Bayesian
method was used to obtain the upper limit of the failure
intensity. A degradation model with a random failure
threshold is proposed by Huang et al. [14] for the
evaluation of the reliability of the multi-stage system by
the Bayesian approach. Ming et al. [15] investigated
Bayesian reliability growth models of the mechanical
systems using new Dirichlet prior distribution when the
sample of the system is small.
Ruiz and his colleagues [16] developed a Bayesian
framework to analyze accelerated life testing data in
reliability growth. In this study, it is assumed that the
failure modes of components of the system have
multiple competing failure modes and the time to failure
of each failure mode follows a Weibull distribution.
Park et al. [17] used the Bayesian method to estimate the
parameters of the reliability growth model when the
number of sample data for the fault information is small
and showed that the estimation accuracy of the Bayesian
method is more accurate than that of Maximum
Likelihood (ML) Estimation. Using multi-stage data in
the product development test, Wang et al. [18] proposed
a scaling factor method to calculate reliability growth
and then used Bayesian posterior estimation to
determine reliability parameters using the Markov Chain
Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampling method.
In this paper, the reliability growth of a system with
m development process stages is studied. It is assumed
that failures are removed after each testing phase. In this
regard, the moments of the marginal distribution at
various stages during a development test are used and
the proposed model is compared with the CrowAMSAA model based on relative and mean square
prediction errors. The quality and reliability index of the
considered system is not constant due to the removal of
failures on each state. Therefore, the assessment is not
accurate and effective when using the traditional
reliability growth model. Thus, according to these
problems, in this paper, Bayes estimates are derived for
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analyzing reliability growth with the assumption of an
underlying distribution to describe the time to failure
during any stages. In Bayesian statistics, the posterior
parameter distribution is used for calculating parameter
point estimates, to construct interval estimates or to
predict future process values and provide the multistage
Bayes reliability growth model of Weibull distribution.
It should be assumed some prior distributions of the
unknown parameters. Therefore, in this study, it is
assumed that the scale parameter has a Gamma prior
density function, and the growth parameter has a
Uniform prior distribution. In the following, Monte
Carlo techniques are used to compute the Bayes
estimates. Then, the results of Bayes estimates have
been compared with the traditional reliability growth
model by a worked example.

Modelling framework Equipment
Depending on the characteristics of the system, some
strategies and a number of phases could be created in the
testing program. Indeed, the test program is applied to
catch errors and defect in each phase of the defined
lifecycle of the system. So, the number of test phases is
determined in such a way that all the predicted and also
the unpredicted failures in terms of project management
are removed until the requirements of the user are
satisfied. The reliability growth testing program
provides opportunities to identify the weaknesses and
failure modes in the design and manufacturing process.
So, management makes decisions regarding the
management strategy in each stage of the test program to
correct problems or not correct problems and the
effectiveness of the corrective actions. Assuming the
reliability growth process of the product includes m
stages and each stage is independent. The number of
failures in each stage is n1, n2…, nm. Product time to
failure is Weibull distribution in the ith stage, its hazard
function is O (t ) OE t E 1 , if the mission time is T, then
the product reliability of the ith stage is:
R k R k (T k t T ) exp( Ot E )
(1)
Here,  is scale parameter and  is growth
parameter. It is worth mentioning that the major
advantages of using Weibull analysis are that it can be
used for analyzing lifetimes with very small samples
that can cover all regions of the life cycle (includes:
increasing failure rate-IFR, constant failure rate CFR,
and decreasing failure rate-DFR). It also produces an
easy-to-understand plot. After each stage product
reliability continuously raises because of removing
defects, thus
0 d R1 d R 2 d ... d R m d 1
(2)
Letting N(t) be the cumulative number of failures
observed by time T, therefore N(t) can be modeled as a
Non-Homogeneous Poisson process (NHPP), i.e., as a
Poisson process with a time-dependent failure rate
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Where Z (t ) OT E , that if > 1 implying wear-out,
< 1 implying growth and  = 1 implying constant mean
time between failure (MTBF).
Bayes’ rule provides the framework for combining
prior information with sample data. In this reference, we
apply Bayes’ rule for combining prior information on
the assumed distribution's parameters with sample data
in order to make inferences based on the model. The
prior knowledge about the parameters is expressed in
terms of M (O ) and M ( E ) called the prior distribution.
The posterior distribution of  and  given the sample
data, using Bayes’ rule, provides the updated
information about the parameters  and . This is
expressed with the following posterior pdf
L (O , E )M (O )M ( E )

f (O , E | D )

³³ L (O , E )M (O )M (E )d Od E

(4)

:

Where  and  is a vector of the parameters of the
chosen distribution, : is the range of  and , L (O , E ) is
the likelihood function based on the chosen distribution
and data, M (O ) and M ( E ) is the prior distribution for each
of the parameters. In other words, a distribution (the
posterior pdf) is obtained, rather than a point estimate as
in classical statistics. Therefore, if a point estimate needs
to be reported, a point of the posterior pdf needs to be
calculated. Typical points of the posterior distribution
used are the mean (expected value).
It is desired that the prior distribution on the failure
rate at each stage be consistent in terms of information
available, and at the same time not be a computational
burden. In this model  is assumed to follow prior
distribution with the density function M (E ) 1 E . The
prior distribution of , denoted as M (O ) , can be assumed
Gamma
distribution
with
density
function
J J 1
ª
º
M (O ) b O
* (a ) exp(  Ob ) , where *  is gamma
¬

¼

function, while a and b represent gamma parameters.
The joint prior distribution on the successive failure
rates is
m

M (O | a,b )M (E )
i

g (Ok , E k )

i

i 1
m

³³ 

(5)
M (Oi )M ( Ei )d Od E

: i 1

From Bayes theorem, it is known that the joint
posterior pdf of  and  is
m
(6)
f (Oi , Ei )

 h (Oi , Ei | n i )M (Oi | ai , bi )M ( Ei )
i 1
m
³³  h (Oi , Ei | n i )M (Oi | ai , bi )M ( Ei )d Od E
i
: 1

Where,
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[Z (T )]ni e Z (T )
ni !

h (Oi , Ei | n i )

(1  CL ) 2

Implementation of these priors and solving for the
marginal distribution, f (Oi , Ei | D ) , still remains a
difficult problem. However, it is relatively easy to find
the moments of this distribution and thus an
approximation to the distribution can be found to any
desired accuracy.
The expected value of  is obtained by
E ( Ei | D )

³³ E i  f ( Oi , E i | D )d Od E
:
f f m n  a 1
exp  Oi (T i  bi ) d Od E
³ ³  Oi i i
0 0i 1
ff m
ª n a 1 exp O (T  b ) E º d Od E
³ ³  Oi i i
i i
i
i»
¼
0 0 i 1 «¬

(8)

Similarly, the expected value of  is obtained by
E ( Oi | D )

³³ O  f ( Oi , E i | D )d Od E
:
ff m
ª n a
º
³ ³  Oi i i exp  Oi (T i  bi ) E i d Od E
¬«
¼»
i
1
00
ff m
ni ai 1
ª
exp  Oi (T i  bi ) E i º d Od E
³ ³  Oi
¼»
0 0 i 1 ¬«

(9)

p ( E L d E d EU , OL d O d OU )
OU EU

³ ³ f (O , E
O E
i

L

i

| D )d Od E

(11)

L

Which is equivalent to:
OU EU

(1  CL ) 2

³ ³ f (O , E
i

i

| D )d Od E

(12)

i

| D )d Od E

(13)

0 0

OL E L

(1  CL ) 2

³ ³ f (O , E
i

0 0

Where CL is the confidence level. The above
equations can be generalized for any distribution having
a vector of parameters yielding the general equation for
calculating Bayesian confidence bounds
OU EU m
(1  CL ) 2

³ ³  h ( Oi , E i | n i )M ( Oi | ai , bi )M ( E i )d Od E
0 0 i 1
ff m
³ ³  h ( Oi , E i | n i )M ( Oi | ai , bi )M ( E i )d Od E
0 0i 1

³ ³  h (Oi , E i | n i )M ( Oi | ai , bi )M ( E i )d Od E
0 0 i 1
ff m
³ ³  h ( Oi , E i | n i )M (Oi | ai , bi )M ( E i )d Od E
0 0i 1

(15)

The above equations can be solved to get two-sided
bounds estimate for parameters.

Application Example
To illustrate the application of the proposed model, an
example that incorporates many of the above aspects
discussed above is outlined. At the start of development
testing, some failure rate information is available from
similar equipment that is already operational.
Assuming the mechanical engine will undergo
multiple stages and different level tests in the
development process. So, it is necessary to make a
reliability growth plan in order to improve test
efficiency. It should be noted that: the specifications
(information, number of failures and other relevant
issues) of the system studied in this paper are based on a
mechanical system used in reference [19]. Here, our
goal is to access a real and functional system so that we
can implement the proposed model on it.
Table 1. The data of each stage [19]

We now have the distribution of  and , hence we
can now make statistical inferences on this parameter,
such as calculating probabilities. Specifically, the
probability that  and  fall within a specified
value p (EL d E d EU , OL d O d OU ) can be obtained by
integrating the posterior probability density function (pdf), or
CL

OL E L m

(7)

(14)

Test stage

The first stage
The second stage
The third stage

Number of
failures
26
9
4

Test time (hr.)

90
102
258

A reliability growth example, comprising of three
stages, is shown in Table 1.As can be seen from Table 1,
the first stage of the testing program is 90 hours, in which
26 failures occurred, and after the completion of the test in
the first stage, it is assumed that all errors have been
eliminated. In this phase, some predicted an also
unpredicted weaknesses and failure modes in the design
and manufacturing process are identified, and then
appropriate corrective actions (or redesigns) are taken.
Then the second stage of the test begins and lasts 102 hours
and 9 failures are recorded in this time period. Indeed, a
corrective action, or fix, for a problem failure mode in the
previous typically removes a certain amount of the mode's
failure intensity, but a certain amount will remain in the
system. After removing the defects in the second stage, the
final stage of the test is performed, and after 258 hours, the
test is terminated and 4 failures are recorded in this stage.
In order to judge whether the reliability of the product is
growing after the test or not, should be identified the test data
follow or not the Eq. (2). For this purpose, the MTBF plot
on a log-log scale with the average confidence
interval/credible interval is presented in Figure 1 and shows
that the product has some given value of a measure of
reliability at the start of a test period and at the end of this
period the value of this measure has changed hopefully, it
will be improved. So, the "growth" occurred.
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As it is shown
s
in Tablee 1 and Figuree 1, the numbeer of
failures in eacch phase has beeen reduced andd the reliabilityy has
been increasedd. In general, thhe first prototyppes produced duuring
the developmeent of a new coomplex system will
w contain dessign,
manufacturingg, and/or enginneering deficienncies. Due to these
th
deficiencies, the
t initial reliaability of the prototypes
p
mayy be
below the sysstem's reliabilityy goal or requirrement. In ordeer to
identify and coorrect these defficiencies, the prototypes
p
are often
o
subjected to a rigorous teesting program
m. During tessting,
problem areass are identified and appropriatee corrective acttions
(or redesigns) are taken.
(a)
A reliabbility growth program is a well-structuured
process of finding reliaability probleems by testting,
incorporatingg corrective actions, andd monitoring the
increase of the
t product's reliability thrroughout the test
phases. The term
t
"growth" is used since it is assumed that
the reliabilityy of the producct will increasee over time ass the
design changges and fixes are implemennted. Howeverr, in
practice, no growth
g
or neggative growth may
m occur. Soo, in
real-world applications,
ap
c
corrective
actiion may nott be
effective. Butt the proposed model could be
b representingg all
phases of thee lifecycle (wear-out, infantt mortality, usseful
life) of the prooduct by usingg the  parametter.

(b))
Fiigure 1. The relliability growthh effect of differrent stages; (a)
Bayes model, (b) Crow
w-AMSAA mo
odel

Table 2. Compparison of Bayees and ML estim
mation of  andd 

parameterss

Ǌ


ML estimation
Crow
w-AMSAA
L
Lower
Upper
mean
95%
95%
2.193
0.843
5.706
0.471
0.355
0.655

The first
f
stage
Upper
L
Lower
mean
b
bond
bond
0.617
0
0.529
0.853
0.812
0
0.652
0.912

Bayes estimation
The secoond stage
wer Upper
Low
mean
boond
bond
0.289
0.1153
0.356
0.433
0.2253
0.697

The third
d stage
wer Upper
Low
mean
bon
nd
bond
0.378
0.21
19
0.518
0.134
0.03
31
0.312

T
Table
3.Hyper parameters of prior
p
distributioon
Prioor Distribution
Uniform

Gamma

Thhe first stage
Low
High
0.770
0.845

Th
he second stage
Low
w
Highh
0.40
05
0.4655

The third stage
L
Low
Hiigh
0..105
0.1
165

Shape
31.763

pe
Shap
20.203

Shhape
155.844

Scale
0.0208

In Figgure 1 the reliability growth in the test
development phase has beeen comparedd in the propoosed
method and Crow-AMSAA
C
A model and has
h shown thatt the
growth of reliability
r
in the Crow-AM
MSAA modeel is
constant in alll of the stagess, while in Bayyesian method, the
growth of relliability in eacch stage is chhanged and shoown
separately.
Bayes estimators
e
of  and  were compared with
w
ML estimatoors, which were
w
obtained from the CrrowAMSAA moodel. Tables 2 give the stattistical properrties
of the Bayes and ML estim
mation of the parameters  and
. As can be
b seen from
m Table 2, thhe values of the
unknown  and
a  parameeters for the Crow
C
model with
w
the 95% connfidence interrval for the whole
w
test phhase
were 2.193 and 0.471, respectively. While with the
Bayesian esstimation in the proposedd method, thhese

Scalee
0.0135

Sccale
0.0252

values are diffeerent along w
with the uppeer and lowerr
ban
nds at each staage of the test..
As it was mentioned bbefore, each stage of thee
testting program is independdent however,, in the real-world system, the stage of test dev
velopment iss
pendent. So, in this studyy, based on the Bayesiann
dep
theory it is assuumed that affter phase terrminating, alll
faillures are correected and the system is new
w. Therefore,,
thiss assumptionn leads to a lower accuracy off
calcculations, andd it’s possible the estimated
d parameter ,,
and
d also  in eaach phase havve been deviaated from thee
actu
ual values.
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(a)

(a)

(b)
Figure 2. Hazard functioon; (a) Bayes model,
m
(b) CrowAMSAA model

Figure 2 shows the
t
hazard function versus
cumulative teest time on a log-log scale with the averrage
confidence interval/credib
i
ble interval based on Baayes
estimation att each stage annd ML estimation.
Figures 3 to 5 show
w the joint prior and posteerior
distribution of (, ) in each
e
of the first,
f
second, and
third stages,, respectivelyy along withh the histogrram,
which based on 5000 iterations in Monte Carlo
C
simulations.
As prevviously explaiined, the prioor distributionn of
scale and groowth parametter is assumedd the Gamma and
the Uniform distribution, respectively,
r
a the joint prior
and
p
distribution for
f each stagee of the test is shown in Figgure
3-4-5 part (aa). The shapee and scale parameters
p
off the
Gamma disttribution andd the constannt value of the
Uniform prioor distributionn for each sttage are givenn in
Table 3. Fiigs. 3-4-5 paart (b) also shows the joint
posterior disttribution of (, ) with quanntiles from 0.5 to
0.990. It should be noted that in the Figgs. 3-4-5 part (a),
a coinciding with each othher.
the contours of quantiles are
a obtained for
f a
It is cleear that the abbove results are
specific sysstem in a multi-stage
m
teest process with
w
specific conditions and will
w naturally be different for
other system
ms. However, it has beenn shown that the
efficiency of
o the proposed method to examine the
reliability off the system iss better than trraditional models
in multi-stage processes.

(b))
Fiigure 3. Contouur plot of the (a)) joint prior disttribution & (b)
posteriorr distribution off (, ) for first stage

(a)

(b))
Fig
gure 4. Contouur plot of the (a)) joint prior disttribution & (b)
posterior distribution
d
of ((, ) for second
d stage
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have been compared with the corresponding ML
estimates. Consequently, it was found that the results of
the worked sample show the proposed method is adaptive
in engineering. It was indicated that unlike traditional
models such as the Crow-AMSAA model, the quality and
the reliability index of products based on the proposed
model is not constant and the performance of the
proposed model for multiple mechanical stage systems in
the development process was much better than that of the
ML estimate of the traditional model.
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(b)
Figure 5. Contour plot of the (a) joint prior distribution & (b)
posterior distribution of (, ) for third stage
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